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`Arab-Malaysian group results below expectations'

Vasantha Ganesan
SHARE prices of the Arab-Malaysian Group of companies fell yesterday due
to lower first quarter results despite favourable response to its finance
unit's proposed acquisition of MBf Finance Bhd.
  "The Arab-Malaysian group results were way below expectations," one
analyst said.
  AMMB announced a pre-tax profit for the first quarter ended June 30 2001
of RM117.6 million and net profit of RM47.4 million. Pre-tax profit
dropped 49.9 per cent compared with the same period last year while net
profit fell 62.2 per cent.
  Likewise, the pre-tax profit of Arab-Malaysian Finance Bhd (AMFB)
declined to RM77.28 million from RM90.69 million achieved during the
corresponding period.
  Last Friday, AMFB announced it will acquire MBf Finance for RM925
million from Danaharta Nasional Bhd - the result of the merger would
create the largest finance company in the country with an asset base of
RM25.2 billion.
  Besides results which were below expectation, non-performing loans
(NPLs) of the merged business is expected to be much higher based on the
current industry trend.
  As at December 31 2000, MBf Finance's NPLs stood at 18.9 per cent and
that of AMFB 9.65 per cent as at June 30 2001.
  Moreover, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamad's suggestion
that financial institutions `take a hair cut' to help ailing companies has
raised further concern about overall NPL levels of financial institutions.
  Yesterday, share prices of AMMB Holdings fell 28 sen or 7.82 per cent to
close at RM3.54 with a total of 23,474 lots traded.
  Shares of AMFB was down 9 sen or 3.32 per cent to close at RM2.62 with
only 101 lots traded. Share prices of Arab Malaysian Finance (Foreign)
fell 13 sen before closing at RM2.62.
  One fund manager described market reaction as "Buy on rumours and sell
on news". She added that this merger has been expected for some months and
interest in the counters have tapered off.
  While there would be a lack of interest in these counters in the short-
term the deal over the long-time is expected to add value to the company
based on its pool of assets.
  "There should be a further upside of AMFB and AMMB stocks over the long-
term," one analyst with a local stockbroking firm said.
  Under the terms of the sale and purchase agreement, Danamodal will be
paid RM475 million through the issuance of 2.75 billion ordinary shares of
50 sen each and 2.48 billion preference shares of 50 sen each.
  The further contingent amount of RM450 million was expected to be
recovered from NPLs of MBf Finance. The period of recovery extends over a
period of five years beginning September 30 2001.
  This recovery period, analysts contend, would benefit AMFB in terms of
tax relief or free income for between three and five years.
  Simply put, if no recoveries are made during the five-year period, AMFB
is not required to pay anything.
  This acquisition also strengthens AMFB's branch network bringing the
total network to 255 branches (AMFB's 102 branches and MBf Finance 153
branches).
  Arab-Malaysian Banking group stated that such a network would enable the



newly merged entity to have access to a larger customer base for deposits
as well as for cross-selling of retail products.
  On the downside, one fund manager contends that such a large network
could result in duplication and thus higher costs.
  "They would need to consolidate," she said, adding that efforts to
recover bad debts would be imperative.
  "They would have to endure short-term pain for long-term gains," she
pointed out.
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